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Abstract

The TRC code, a mid-course tracking code for ballistic missiles, has previously been implemented on a 1024-processor MIMD (Multiple Instruction - Multiple Data) massively parallel computer. Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) for this algorithm have been developed for this computing environment. The MOE code is run in parallel with the TRC code. Particularly useful MOEs include the number of missed objects (real objects for which the TRC algorithm did not construct a track); of ghost tracks (tracks not corresponding to a real object); of redundant tracks (multiple tracks corresponding to a single real object); and of unresolved objects (multiple objects corresponding to a single track). All of these are expressed as a function of time, and tend to maximize during the time in which real objects are spawned (multiple reentry vehicles per post-boost vehicle). As well, it is possible to measure the track-truth separation as a function of time. A set of calculations is presented illustrating these MOEs as a function of time for a case with 99 post-boost vehicles, each of which spawns 9 reentry vehicles.
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Definitions

**Cluster:** A group of tracks, maintained and updated by a single node (processor). A node may maintain more than one cluster.

**Constructed Track Complex:** A “best guess” by the tracker-correlator code for the trajectory of an object. Usually a composite of several tracks from one or more types of sensors.

**Gate:** A program which assigns sensor reports to clusters

**Hypothesis:** A possible object trajectory, inferred from a limited number of sensor reports

**MHT:** Multiple-Hypothesis Tracking; a methodology whereby, within a cluster, one sensor report can be assigned to multiple tracks and multiple sensor reports can be assigned to one track. Tracks are then pruned as they are found to be clearly erroneous.

**MIMD:** Multiple Instruction - Multiple Data (computer type capable of parallel processing)

**MOE:** Measure-of-Effectiveness, i.e. a metric of success or accuracy

**Node:** A processor in an MIMD machine

**Object:** An item to be tracked (here a post-boost vehicle, a reentry vehicle or a decoy)

**Observation:** Sensor report

**Sensor:** A device for measuring position of objects. In the present study, assumed to be mounted on a satellite and capable of measuring azimuth and elevation to a prescribed precision, but incapable of range measurement.

**Track:** Calculated trajectory of an object described by position and velocity at a point in time and a covariance matrix.

**TRC:** A tracker/correlator code originally developed by D. H. Wagner & Associates and Ball Systems Engineering for the Naval Research Laboratory (serial version), then modified for MIMD processing at Sandia National Laboratories.

**Truth:** The trajectory of an object, used to generate sensor reports to drive the TRC algorithm.
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1. Introduction

A system for tracking ballistic missiles relies on the successful integration of heterogeneous sensor data into closely defined paths identifiable with real objects. The computational component of such a system, known as a tracker/correlator, receives sensor data and attempts to construct model paths consistent with that data and with physics constraints. The available sensor data includes time-correlated observations of elevation, azimuth and (for certain detectors) range to an object, and is interpreted in light of sensor positions. The process of combining observations (sensor reports, or position and velocity information at known times) into tracks (inferred orbital paths of objects) is referred to as tracking. As further sensor reports become available, the tracks must be continuously updated and subjected to consistency tests.

Measures of effectiveness (MOEs) provide a metric of the performance of tracker/correlator systems, and must be established to assess the suitability of such systems for use in real situations where validation will not be possible. A set of MOEs for such a system are as follows:

- How many objects are missed?
- How many ghost tracks are produced (tracks not corresponding to an object)?
- How many objects are unresolved (multiple objects corresponding to a single track)?
- How many tracks are redundant (corresponding to same object)?
- How closely are objects tracked?
- How “pure” are the tracks (did sensor reports used to generate a path all come from the same object)?

In general, such MOEs are applied to the algorithm by supplying to the algorithm mock sensor inputs generated from “truths,” allowing the algorithm to calculate models of truths, then comparing the results with the original truths. Note that these MOEs are only measured in a simulation, where we can perform this comparison.

The present study focuses on tracking effectiveness during the mid-course phase of a missile flight, which is the most critical period for establishing the missile course and probable target and hence the most effective response. The identifiable flight path during the
launch phase does not adequately define the target, while insufficient time exists during
the terminal phase to assess the threat, determine the most suitable response and effect that
response. For purposes of the present discussion, we are concerned with scenarios of
1,000 - 2,000 objects to be tracked.

The tracker/correlator selected for this study is a modified form of the Naval Research
Laboratory computer code, TRC. This algorithm was available and provided a convenient,
computationally representative platform to use in performing MOEs.

The TRC was modified at Sandia for use on multiprocessor platforms, a tractable process
because the calculations are structurally appropriate for a parallel environment (Multiple
Instruction Multiple Data, or MIMD). Calculational speed is the major advantage of this
implementation. The speedup may range up to 300 - 400 (30-40% utilization on 1024 pro-
cessors). These calculations may also be performed on conventional workstations, and the
speeds available on such platforms now approaches what is required for present scenarios.
Specifically, the track matching and projection for a real application must be done with
speed sufficient to allow several iterations of the tracking and projection during the flight
of the object in question, followed by time for a counteraction decision to be made and
implemented. In other words, it must be performed faster than real time. For example, one
might envision a 20 minute total action time, of which 2 - 3 minutes is dedicated to realiz-
ing that a threat exists, 8 - 10 to performing tracking and projection calculations, 1 - 2 to
making response decisions, and 5 to implement those decisions to conclusion. The actual
schedule is likely to be tighter than the above.

2. Main elements of the tracker/correlator
calculation

The basic function of a tracker/correlator algorithm is to convert sensor reports into mod-
els of trajectories of objects, i.e. tracks. Sensor types may be grouped as active (generally,
ground-based radar), which contains range information, and passive (generally, space-
based infrared), which does not. Sensor reports have uncertainties due to noise and other
factors; these uncertainties propagate to the accuracy of the tracks. These reports also must
be interpreted in light of the position of the sensors, which may be time-dependent as for
orbiting sensor systems.

A major issue is associating sensor reports with previously established tracks. Similarly
for track fusion, matching tracks from different sensor systems is subject to analogous
association errors. In certain scenarios, several thousand real objects may be involved.
Two types of association errors may occur: redundant or ghost tracks and missed objects.

A ghost is a well-defined track without a corresponding object. A redundant track is a sec-
ond track associated with an object. Passive sensors are particularly susceptible to ghost-
ing when objects pass close to their focal plane [Roecker, 1992]. For example, erroneous
range assignments may be made to a continuing track after the corresponding object has
made a skew passage with another object, as shown in Fig. 1.
A missed object is an object without a track. It may correspond to a failure of a sensor to pass on a signal recognizable as an object to the computer. It may also correspond to an improper association of sensor reports. In a simulation, these can be detected by a comparison of tracks and truths, while in a real situation such information is not available.

The TRC tracker/correlator algorithm is an example of the Multiple (competing) Hypotheses Tracking (MHT) Algorithm type; it keeps competing hypotheses open until further data are available. The MHT character of the TRC can lead to very rapid growth in the number of tracks being maintained and propagated. To minimize the number of tracks retained, the TRC prunes tracks in a number of ways. Tracks that are not updated within a specified time period are pruned. Also, within a cluster (set of tracks in close proximity; see Section 4), tracks are compared to each other and duplicates are pruned. Typically, the MHT process used in the TRC results in three to five times as many hypotheses being retained as there are real objects. Here, the term “real objects” refers to constructed track complexes, which are essentially best guesses in the TRC for the actual objects being tracked. These outnumber the actual objects by approximately 20%. For dense scenarios, this ratio of hypotheses to real objects can be much larger, while for sensors with high resolution the ratio is smaller. Another MHT algorithm, produced by ALPHATECH [Allen, 1992], uses 3 (not necessarily consecutive) misses as a criterion for discarding hypotheses; maintaining far fewer tracks. The danger in applying an excessively stringent criterion for track retention is that actual object tracks may be excluded.

3. MOEs and the TRC

3.1 Description of Measures-of-Effectiveness

A Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) study of a tracker/correlator algorithm proceeds as outlined in Figure 2. A generator produces “Truths,” or descriptions of trajectories of objects (“targets”) to be tracked. These ballistic trajectories are calculated using such corrections as the J₂ term [VanDyke and Tomkins, 1992]. From these Truths, sensor report simulations are generated. Noise and imprecisions are introduced. The tracker/correlator algorithm to be tested is then given these sensor reports in a sequential manner. It constructs competing hypotheses of object orbits, choosing amongst these its “best guesses” for the actual trajectories, that data which would be passed on to situation commanders in an actual situation. This choosing is an ongoing process, and choices may be changed as further sensor reports become available. The tracker/correlator assumes the same ballistic physics as does the track generator, as it must if the tracker/correlator output vs. Truth correspondence is to reflect the algorithm success [VanDyke and Tomkins, 1992]. Finally, the
MOE code compares the tracks generated by the tracker/correlator with the Truths. MOE data such as the following is available with appropriate run parameters:

- How many objects are missed at a given time?
- How many tracks are duplicates or ghost tracks at a given time? When more than one sensor report is assigned to an existing track, one or more new hypotheses are initiated; this is necessary to allow for spawning of objects, but can cause duplicate tracks.
- How many objects are unresolved at a given time? Generally an issue for closely spaced objects, these may be due to failure of the sensors to discriminate multiple closely-spaced objects (sensor noise).
- How “pure” are the tracks? If tracks are inconsistently assigned to objects, their predictive value is diminished. This issue is especially important in the MIMD context where erroneous gating decisions may result in clusters artificially gaining or losing objects.
- How closely are objects tracked? This may be a statistical cumulation of track/truth separation over the trajectory, or a measure of deviation at some time, such as the end of the mid-course phase.

We note that there are other measures of effectiveness which are not calculated here, such as state estimation bias and error and filter covariance credibility. As well, non-tracking considerations such as object classification and discrimination, signal processing and system performance are not discussed in the present paper.

The MOE code is the subject of the present section. This code has two main tasks. The first is to determine which track to associate with which truth. In a multi-target tracking (MTT) problem with large numbers of targets, this can be a very difficult task. The second task is to calculate the distance between track and truth.

The main ways tracks can be associated with truths are:
1. Associate the nearest truth for each track. This is the primary association method used in the present study, and is easy in a distributed data structure such as those used in massively parallel computing environments (see next section).

2. Associate the nearest track for each truth. This is also used in the present study, although it is more difficult and inefficient in a distributed data structure.

3. Do a “global optimal assessment,” i.e. find the association matrix that minimizes the overall error [Drummond and Fridling, 1992]. There are many possible variations of this option.

The task is made more difficult by a real-life “fuzziness,” which is modeled here. “Missed objects” and “unresolved objects” both describe true objects without uniquely associated tracks, and these situations occur. There may be objects a significant distance from any tracks, or there may be fewer tracks than objects for the case of a relatively tightly clustered group of objects. These represent end-member cases; intermediate situations may also be found in real tracking contexts.

Specific real-life factors which may be introduced include physical parameters and tracking calculation parameters. Examples of physical (system) parameters are actual sensor noise, hand-over noise, number and relative positions and alignment of sensors, and frequency of sensor reports. Examples of tracking parameters are process noise (to give numerical stability), assumed sensor noise, initial covariance, and associations gate size. These parameters are discussed in more detail by VanDyke and Tomkins [1992] and in Section 5, and this list is not exhaustive.

Additional complications may be introduced by target terminations (missile disintegrates; collisions), target initiations (MIRV deployment; stage separation), maneuvering and other complications. Target initiations are included in the present study.

### 3.2 The TRC Simulation Package

The TRC simulation package1 as received from NRL consisted of four2 programs that ran in sequence. The first program generated the trajectories that describe the threat. The second program created simulated sensor reports based on the flight of those objects. This program did not do a sophisticated sensor simulation but merely added positional noise to the sensor reports using normally distributed random numbers. The third program was the Tracker Correlator. A significant portion of our work was concerned with making this program run efficiently in a massively parallel computing environment. This work began

---

2. One could say there actually were five since the Sensor Report Generator consisted of a generator and a routine to format the reports for the TRC that required a sort to be run in between the two routines. The SORT routine would make six, but a sort program was not supplied.
when there was a significant concern with protection against a "phase one" threat and previous work included treating threats up to 57,000 objects. The fourth computer program was the MOE program which compared the tracking answers with the true position of the objects. As we received the TRC, the codes ran one after the other on a serial computer passing the information between them as data files. The volume of data required for even moderately sized threats (1000 - 2000 targets) motivated us to run the sensor report generation concurrently with the TRC.

An MOE calculation can take time at least comparable to the tracking simulation, so we created an option of also running the MOE calculation at the same time. The resulting program structure is sketched in Figure 2. The large shaded box encloses the three programs that run concurrently on the nCUBE/2.

4. Ramifications of the MPP Computing Environment

The massively-parallel processor environment was selected for this calculation for reasons of speed, and in view of the compatibility of the program structure with this environment. In particular, the 1024-processor nCUBE was used for the present trials. It also may be possible to conduct these calculations at the necessary speed on a single processor vector machine or even on a high-speed workstation.

Parallel implementation is a primary contribution of the present effort. The TRC was implemented, together with the sensor report generator, as shown in Figure 3. Details are presented by Tomkins and VanDyke [1991]. The key to the distributed architecture is the

![Figure 3. TRC Parallel Implementation](image-url)
use of gating nodes to manage clusters. Each post-boost vehicle is assigned to a worker node, which is responsible for processing sensor reports and updating tracks.

The full MOE calculation (see Fig. 2) was implemented in the “double node” architecture shown in Figure 4. For these calculations, gating nodes are also used in the MOE portions of the calculation. Each track is assigned to an MOE worker node, which is responsible for determining whether or not one of its Truths is suitable to associate with the assigned track. Just as in the TRC functionality for sensor data, Truths are gated to MOE worker nodes based on cluster properties (centroid and extent). As a result, each Truth may be given to more than one MOE worker node.

If Track to Truth matching is performed by associating the nearest Truth for each Track, this works quite efficiently. The decisions about which associations are best are made locally; no communication is needed between MOE worker nodes to determine the nearest Truth.

If Track to Truth matching is performed by associating the nearest Track for each Truth, the process is more complex because of the distributed data that must be compared to determine the correct nearest Track. All worker nodes must report to the MOE gating nodes candidate Tracks for each Truth. The MOE gating nodes make the final decision of which associations are best. This is a global decision process in which significant communication between nodes is required to determine the associations.

Several complications arise in such a distributed data environment, or any environment which attempts to economize runtime through a scheme which does not compare all Tracks with all Truths. Aside from those complications just mentioned, extra care must be taken in managing redundant tracks and missed objects. Cluster overlaps must be monitored (these are time dependant). Finally, processor loads should be monitored to minimize bottleneck effects.

5. Sample problems

As noted in the Introduction, there is significant interest in threats involving up to 1,000 - 2,000 targets. Accordingly, we chose to conduct a set of runs with a 990 object threat. A launch of 99 vehicles is assumed, with 99 post-boost vehicles (PBV’s) entering the mid-course phase. Each PBV spawns 9 additional objects, including multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRV’s) and decoys. This is labeled the 99-9 threat.

For this particular problem, 8 infrared sensors mounted on satellites monitor the threat. All satellites, PBV’s, MIRV’s and decoys are assumed to follow Kepler orbits with the J2 correction applied [Vandyke and Tomkins, 1992]. It should be noted that the J2 correction is inexpensive in segments (such as in TRC), but expensive in flyout (such as in truth calculation). Monitoring begins 248 seconds after launch and terminates 958 seconds after launch. Spawning of objects occurs over the time interval 245 - 655 seconds after launch, with individual PBV’s spawning objects over times of approximately 80 seconds. (The threat described here is a test problem and is not meant to represent any real threat.)
Figure 4. "Double Node" implementation of MOE analysis
The primary MOEs investigated here were ghost tracks, missed objects, redundant tracks and unresolved objects. Actual and assumed sensor noise were varied as shown in Table 1.

This trial illustrates how performance of the TRC may be affected by the choice of parameters, and, through the feedback provided by the MOE, may be optimized.

The four measures of effectiveness are plotted against time in Figure 5 for an actual sensor noise of 10 µrad. Figures 6 and 7 give similar information for actual sensor noises of 50 and 100 µrad. Time averages of these MOEs are plotted versus assumed sensor noise in Figure 8 and tabulated in Table 2.
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The four measures of effectiveness are plotted against time in Figure 5 for an actual sensor noise of 10 µrad. Figures 6 and 7 give similar information for actual sensor noises of 50 and 100 µrad. Time averages of these MOEs are plotted versus assumed sensor noise in Figure 8 and tabulated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Noise (µrad)</th>
<th>Assumed</th>
<th>Redundant Tracks</th>
<th>Missed Objects</th>
<th>Ghost Tracks</th>
<th>Unresolved Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>174.1</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>115.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>157.1</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>772.6</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>837.6</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>598.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>664.1</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>430.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>490.4</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>357.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>414.9</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>340.9</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>398.9</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>318.3</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>374.4</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>125.0</td>
<td>298.6</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>354.1</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>313.8</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>362.2</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>913.4</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>1040.1</td>
<td>119.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>522.4</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>638.2</td>
<td>120.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>499.5</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>610.9</td>
<td>122.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>473.3</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>583.5</td>
<td>124.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>471.6</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>580.7</td>
<td>124.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>500.0</td>
<td>478.8</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>579.8</td>
<td>130.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Measures of Effectiveness for actual sensor noise of 10 µrad. Assumed sensor noise varied; see legend to right of plots.
Figure 6. Measures of Effectiveness for actual sensor noise of 50 μrad.
Assumed sensor noise varied; see legend to right of plots.
Figure 7. Measures of Effectiveness for actual sensor noise of 100 μrad.
Assumed sensor noise varied; see legend to right of plots.
Figure 8. Time-averaged values of Measures of Effectiveness.
The actual sensor noise is a parameter determined by factors external to the tracker/correlator system. This depends on the hardware employed to monitor the targets. Ideally it should be as small as possible, but in practice programmatic constraints will place a lower bound on this parameter. The lowest value of 10 µrad may be a practically achievable level. The assumed sensor noise, on the other hand, may be taken as any desired value. A very small value may be expected to cause correlation problems in gating and track updating because the algorithm will assume measurable significance for what in fact is random noise. On the other hand, a very large value may also allow the algorithm to make inappropriate associations.

The present trial shows that, for all three actual noise levels used, an assumed sensor noise less than the actual sensor noise causes increased redundant tracks and ghost tracks. This is consistent with the gating and correlation problems predicted above. Assuming a sensor noise greater than the actual sensor noise has a more ambiguous effect. An extreme case of assumed sensor noise equal to 5× the actual sensor noise was tried for all three actual sensor noise levels. For the smallest actual sensor noise, this extreme case resulted in a marked increase in redundant tracks and ghost tracks. For the two larger sensor noises choices, however, the extreme case actually caused a late time decrease in the measures of effectiveness.

On the other hand, the numbers of missed objects and unresolved objects are not sensitive measures of effectiveness for sensor noise choices; these are almost independent of the assumed sensor noise chosen.

It is possible for the MOE algorithm to lose an object, which would then appear in the results as an missed object. We believe, however, that few, if any, of the missed objects reported here at late time are lost due to MOE algorithm errors. A brief analysis of several of the missed objects reported at late time for these runs suggests that they were lost by the TRC algorithm; *i.e.* that there were no tracks from the TRC algorithm that the MOE algorithm could reconcile with these objects. Objects which were reconciled with tracks were generally within ~100 m of these tracks, while the lost objects were quite distant. An analysis of the entire missed-object situation, especially during object spawning, would be very time-consuming and has not been attempted in the present study.

The most important parameters affecting the success of the TRC were described in some detail by VanDyke and Tomkins [1992]; for completeness these are summarized here:

1. Process noise is a parameter added to the elements of the covariance matrix to stabilize the calculation and to account for errors in the propagation model.
2. Assumed sensor noise is the uncertainty in the sensor readings assumed by TRC.
3. Actual sensor noise is the uncertainty in the actual sensor readings, or that uncertainty added to the correct readings (Gaussian distribution) by the report generator in an MOE calculation.
4. Initial covariance is the starting covariance (uncertainty) attached to a track at the handover from boost phase into mid-course phase.
5. Handover noise is the error in position and velocity of an object provided in hand-
6. Association gate size determines whether a sensor report will be considered for association to an existing track. In TRC this is defined in terms of the standard cost function [Blackman, 1986].

7. The number and relative position of sensors determines the amount of tracking data available for association.

8. The frequency of sensor reports affects the accuracy of tracking and how the other parameters affect tracking.

A complimentary study was discussed by VanDyke and Tomkins [1992]. This study, assuming a threat of a single missile, used as its measure of effectiveness the deviation of track from truth. Parameters varied included actual sensor noise, assumed sensor noise, process noise and handover noise.

Interestingly, for this study, the tracking seemed to monotonically improve as assumed sensor noise was increased over an interval similar to that evaluated in the present trials. This conclusion is artificial, however. In this study the handover noise was assumed to be zero (initial trajectory known exactly). Since an actual sensor noise was included in the calculations, allowing sensor reports to affect the track could only reduce the accuracy of the track. A large assumed sensor noise causes sensor reports to be given less weight in the calculation than does a small assumed sensor noise. Adding noise to the handover brought the results of this MOE study into qualitative agreement with the results of the present trials.

6. Conclusions

The effectiveness of a tracker/correlator algorithm for mid-course tracking may be expressed in terms of several parameters, including the number of ghost tracks, missed objects, redundant tracks and unresolved objects as a function of time, referred to as MOE parameters. Smaller values correspond to better algorithm performance for these parameters. The effectiveness of the algorithm is expected to depend on the choice of various input parameters, including the process noise, the assumed sensor noise, the initial covariance and the association gate size. As well, there are system parameters which must be added for any test of the effectiveness of the tracker/correlator algorithm, such as actual sensor noise, handover noise, the number and relative position of sensors and the frequency of sensor reports. Choosing unrealistic system parameters (such as zero handover noise) may cause unrealistic tracker/correlator performance. In particular, the dependence of the MOE parameters on input parameters may be unrealistic.

We have measured the MOE parameters for the tracker/correlator algorithm TRC, using a threat with 99 objects spawning to produce 990 objects. These measurements were made with several choices of actual sensor noise, and for each such choice, a variety of choices of assumed sensor noise. Other parameters were assigned values found to be reasonable in previous work.
Counts of redundant tracks and ghost tracks were minimized for choices of assumed sensor noise set equal to 1.2 to 2.5 \times the actual sensor noise (increasing with actual sensor noise). Decreasing the assumed sensor noise from these values caused more degradation of algorithm efficiency than did increasing it. Counts of missed objects and unresolved objects proved to be relatively insensitive to choice of assumed sensor noise.

The implementation of this MOE problem on an MIMD massively-parallel computer has several advantages, notably a marked speedup in execution of the tracker/correlator and the capability of running the MOE concurrently with the tracker/correlator. On the other hand, extra effort is required for gating, matching tracks between clusters, and assuring a load balancing among nodes to avoid bottlenecks.
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